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PROFESSIONAL LETTERS OF REFERENCE 
 
“I met Mr. Philip Sauvage five years ago and have highly valued this relationship ever since. I know Mr. Sauvage to be a 
man of extraordinary ability and integrity. His scientific endeavors as well as his ethics are of the highest quality. I know 
that he is deeply committed to his family and his work. I have found him to be most reliable and dependable in every 
contact we have ever had. Mr. Sauvage has helped me in numerous ways, both personal and professional and I can 
attest to his very unique compassion, dedication and accomplishments.”  

Robert Papera, Business Owner, CEO, who was helped by Dr. Savage with the health of himself and family 
members and the very dramatic positive resolution of serious challenges to his business and personal life. “ 

 
 “I have known Philip Savage for years. He is a kind and caring individual who has always worked for the betterment of 
mankind. When I recently experienced a major health crisis in my life, Philip was able to help me through it. He is also 
able to use this technology in distant healing. I followed a pilot burn study that was done in Los Angeles on burned 
children. The results were dramatic. I was extremely interested in this application as I am a Fire Department chief and 
have seen many burn victims in my career. Philip Savage is a truly unique individual who only wants to give to mankind.”  

Joe Lowe, fire chief, who was helped by Philip Savage with health problems which enabled the firefighter to 
continue working in his physically strenuous career. 

 
 “I am a licensed psychologist and president of the International University of Professional Studies. I met Philippe 
Sauvage years ago and have had the privilege of working with him on his extraordinary research projects, [including] the 
outstanding scientific research he has conducted on children with severe third-degree burns and women diagnosed with 
Herpes Zoster…. I have also personally received some very great benefits from my association with Mr. Sauvage, as 
have several of my own patients and colleagues. I know very well his family and children whom I have watched grow 
up…. Mr Sauvage is truly an extraordinary person….”  

Dr. Irving Katz, PhD. For several years in California, Philip Savage helped Dr. Katz and many of his patients and 
colleagues. 

 
 “This brief note is tendered as an introduction to an extraordinary healer by the name of Philip Savage. Philip has 
inherited this incredible gift from a multigenerational line of Celtic Druids or “Holy” people capable of engendering 
intangible healing forces which our Creator instilled in primitive man and animals. I have seen tangible and laboratory 
proven changes in human patients who have had the benefits of this healer’s prayers. Philip is a pure spirit who is 
blessed by God. I feel privileged to introduce Mr. Philip Savage.”   

Dr. William Saccoman, MD, DAFFT, DABCT. Philip Savage worked for years in San Diego, California helping 
the renowned medical doctor and his patients regain their health. 

 
“I encountered Philip Savage and year ago and have personally observed a series of most impressive bio-restorations, 
including recovery from advanced brain cancer, coronary artery disease and virulent shingles (herpes zoster). Currently I 
am monitoring the recovery of one of my own patients who suffers from advanced Alzheimer's Disease. I have also 
reviewed the outcome data from a controlled randomized study in which Mr. Savage provided treatment of children who 
had suffered severe third-degree burns. The five treated children recovered more quickly with far less pain, scarring and 
skin grafting than the control group children. None of the children were aware of the special treatment they received, 
thereby eliminating the "placebo effect" as a possible explanation. These inexplicable clinical outcomes prompted my 
decision to further explore Mr. Savage's work and the possible underlying mechanisms. Initially, I reviewed EEG results 
obtained during a Savage Bio-Mediation [that] revealed the presence of atypical slow wave (delta) activity of the type 
most frequently associated with deep sleep. In addition, the level of energy measured increase was unprecedented. 
More notably, comparable pre and post treatment energy measurements obtained from a seriously ill man (severe 
depression and kidney disease) revealed a 100+% increase that was sustained 18 days following a single 20-minute 
treatment. The patient reported dramatic improvements in his mood, energy level and urinary output that have been 
sustained for two years. About the physical, psychological and spiritual mechanisms underlying his work, Mr. Savage 
informed me of his mind power technology called "Subliminal Influentiality" that can be employed to recover health or to 
modify a person's thoughts and behaviors at a distance.”  . 

Dr. D. Jacobsen, PhD, Clinical Neuropsychologist, ABCN, who was personally helped by Philip Savage, as were 
many of his patients.  

 
“I have tested Philip Savage’s processing on numerous occasions on his own experiments on human subjects who had 
volunteered accordingly, and I have observed with them a consistent pattern of “energy enhancement” and “energy 
realignment” that validates entirely Philip Savage’s technology…. After he had been tested prior to the applying of Philip 
Savage’s technology, one subject [suffering kidney failure] experienced an increase in his energy (as shown in the 
attached charts) of unprecedented magnitude that broke, not only all Philip Savage’s former records, but also that 
surpassed anything that we would have reasonably held possible prior to this experiment…. To understand Philip 
Savage’s technology with higher levels of scientific methodology, we subjected him to complete electro-magnetic field 
deprivation (by putting him in a Faraday case, a “shielded room”). We have observed that his work is not impaired nor 
affected by such deprivation, a fact which defines his work as “definitely non-electromagnetic.” We also subjected Philip 
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Savage to an EEG testing… [and found] an extremely unusual pattern in his brain waves… [that] clearly demonstrates an 
unknown higher state of consciousness that takes place during Philip Savage’s processing.” 

Dr. Gaetan Chevalier, PhD, in Engineering Physics, CIHS Lab Director, who worked with Philip Savage for 
several years, conducting scientific (“before” and “after”) tests on all of Dr. Savage’s patients”), as well as on Mr. 
Savage himself.  In every case, Dr. Savage’s results exceeded any previous test results conducted by Philip 
Savage or anyone else at this Institute. Dr. Chevalier also conducted the Shielded Room (Faraday cage) 
experiment that proved Philip Savage’s unique processing took place beyond the field of electromagnetism. 

 
“My constituent is a business owner in my district who has given much to our community and has been a friend of mine 
for over 20 years. For the past 3 years, [he] has been suffering from dementia. In an effort to seek relief from his 
condition, [he[ has called upon Dr. Philip Savage and is benefitting from Dr. Savage’s assistance and treatment.”   

U.S. Congresswoman Barbara Lee, whose friend experienced dramatic results of Dr. Savage’s processing that 
enabled the 70-year-old Alzheimer’s patient to stand up in a courtroom, speak loudly and clearly in an effort to 
get his multi-million dollar business back from a conservator, interact normally with his wife, dance with his 
friends, and play with his grandchildren, activities this man had been unable to do for many years.  

 
 “I know very well Philippe Sauvage… with whom I have shared extremely high levels of conversations in the realms of 
philosophy, religion and science. I have been particularly fascinated by his knowledge in the fields of medicine and 
health which deserves the greatest attention…. [including] those non-conventional methods… [that are] proven to have an 
“ancestral healing gift” capable of relieving so many people from sickness throughout the centuries, a domain being 
particularly well-documented in the Breton culture. To me, Philippe Sauvage is undoubtedly one of those. His Gift and 
his wisdom come from his ancestral heritage. I personally vouch for his moral qualities. I make these statements with the 
strongest emphasis, knowing personally that Philippe Sauvage always displayed the highest standards of ethics when 
dealing with his clients and with their medical cares.”  

Prince Henri VI de Bourbon-Parme, descendant of French royalty. One of many notable European elites who 
knew and respected Philip Savage and his work.   

 
“Mr. Sauvage is supportive of the struggle of the indigenous people to preserve and protect our culture and aspirations. 
He is considered a friend of the Mohawk Nation and we hope to continue our relationship with him in the future. In his 
travels, it is evident that he has become sensitized to the plight of our people… and has made valuable contributions to 
our community in the past…. We are interested in the research and development of new approaches to modern healing 
methods. Once Mr. Sauvage and his associates do establish his institute, we plan on working closely and assisting 
where needed as much as we possibly can.”   

Andrew Tioteroken Delisle, M.N.O. Kanhawake, Chief of the Mohawk Nation. Philip Savage lived with and 
helped the Mohawk people of Canada, while he was traveling in Montreal. 

 
“I have known Mr. Philip Sauvage for approximately nine months. During this time Mr. Sauvage has impressed me as an 
extremely honest and sincere person of the highest moral character. Because of his many positive attributes and after an 
extensive background review, I now utilize Mr. Sauvage as a consultant for my security and investigative firm. As a 
retired Naval officer and a self-employed businessman for the last twelve years, I consider myself an excellent judge of 
character. As such, I can state that a person of Mr. Sauvage’s character and honesty is rare indeed.”   

Frank Thornton, Lieutenant USN/Retired. Mr. Thornton was the most decorated combat officer in the U.S. Navy, 
former Commander of Seal Team #2, and expert in the field of security and counter-terrorism. During the nine 
years that Philip Sauvage knew Mr. Thornton in California, they worked together on many important projects. 
Philip Sauvage helped Mr. Thornton and many of his family and friends with health crises they suffered, 
including cancer and kidney failure. 

 
“I met Philippe Sauvage over four years ago and had the privilege of working with him on his research projects at the 
California Institute of Human Sciences. His unique techniques and abilities in bioenergetic healing have greatly helped 
my own practice. I found him to be a compassionate and gifted healer whose abilities merit further studies.”   

Dr. Benedicto Massilungan, MD. A medical doctor and student of Philip Sauvage, who witnessed the 
extraordinary results Philip Sauvage produced on the AMI testing equipment utilized at the California Institute of 
Human Science (CIHS) on hundreds of subjects. In all cases, the “after” results of Philip Sauvage’s processing 
surpassed all the Institute’s tests of previous physicians for balancing and then enhancing the health condition of 
hundreds of people. 

 
“I hereby acknowledge with great solemnity that I actually took in charge many patients who had been directed to me by 
Philip Sauvage, whom I met (years go) while we were both participating in a radio show organized by the official 
department of Surgery insurance…. As far as I am entitled to give an opinion on such an issue, all Philip Sauvage’s 
patients were extremely satisfied with his cares.”   

Dr. George Ladevese, MD, Chairman of the French Medical Board, whom Philip Sauvage worked with and to 
whom he sent many patients for an “official” medical record while Mr. Sauvage was taking care of them.  
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“I have personally investigated innumerable “patients” completely “cured” by Philip Sauvage, and I am absolutely 
convinced of his integrity and that of all his collaborators. I have in my possession many protocols on the procedure used 
by Philip Sauvage in his own practice. I know that his ethical standards toward medicine have been always perfect and 
that his entire operation was religious in origin. I have known Philip Sauvage for many years and have always been 
highly impressed with the extent of his scientific knowledge. His expertise in the field of biology and paleontology is 
extraordinary and I, myself, had the privilege to read his dissertation on evolution. I also remember perfectly well how 
much the environment and all sorts of endangered species were constantly at the very core of his thinking and his 
worries.”  

Philip Duquesne, author, and leading cultural figure in France, with whom Philip Sauvage personally shared 
many conversations in Brittany. 

 
“I am a journalist, an author and the director of ‘Radio Courtesy’ (the official Catholic Traditionalist Radio station in 
France). I know Philip Sauvage very well, with whom, indeed, I interacted many times on a professional basis. I 
discovered, then, a person not only highly religious, but also showing the highest scientific ethical standards…. 
Coincidentally, during this same period of time, I became extremely sick, running a high fever with dangerous encephalic 
complications which reached an unbearable threshold. Ignorant of my terrible health condition, Philip Sauvage came one 
night to my house and despite the gravity of my disease, I wanted to meet with him, if only to excuse myself. Being made 
aware of my health situation, Philip Sauvage immediately offered me his help. I had then nothing to lose, and I was also 
extremely intrigued by his skills, therefore, I accepted his cares. I was totally bewildered when I realized that less than 
five minutes after he had helped me, I was back to perfect health. No fever at all. No more encephalic pains. Since then, 
I never experienced any health problems. I vouch for the truly exceptional moral standards which Philip Sauvage 
displayed throughout our relationship…. I am personally grateful to Philip Sauvage, not only because he saved me from a 
hopeless health condition but, above all, because he has raised my own human consciousness up to a greater 
awareness of the whole sacredness of Life.”   

Serge de Beketch, journalist, author, radio host, and political leader of the French Catholic Traditionalists. Philip 
Sauvage was interviewed many times by Mr. Beketch on his radio show and also on one occasion helped him 
personally with a serious health crisis he was suffering. The results were immediate and 100% effective. 

 

 

Patients’ Letters from France (excerpts) 
• SHINGLES, EPILEPSY:  

“I have been utterly satisfied with the results of Philip Savage’s “healing practice” since he was completely and 
instantaneously able to eliminate for me a very painful disease (shingles). Similarly, he achieved the healing, 
step by step, of my own grandson who was then suffering from extremely serious epileptic seizures.” (J. Jolivet) 

• CHRONIC FATIGUE:  

“I solicited the intervention of Philip Savage’s healing practice [for] the following health problem: extreme 
physical exhaustion, terrible loss of weight… [and] myself a lost cause and totally hopeless…. After the cares of 
Philip Savage, I experienced the following results: My health condition improved immediately after the first 
session and thereafter everything has been reversed for the best. My illness never relapsed and I still feel 
healthy, gaining weight and strength.” (P. Moreau) 

• COMA, COLLAPSED LUNG:  

“I applied for the intervention of Philip Savage on behalf of my godson and nephew…. One of his lungs no longer 
functioned and the X-rays documented that his diaphragm was paralyzed. His condition then worsened: His 
blood pressure was extremely low and he entered into a deep coma…. After his ‘remote treatment’ [by Philip 
Savage] the healing is bewildering and immediate: My nephew instantly came out of his coma. New X-ray 
examinations were immediately realized: his diaphragm was functioning again.” (S. Pellan) 

• DEPRESSION, PHYSICAL COLLAPSE:  

“I was suffering unto the most extreme psychological imbalance and unable even to physically sustain myself. 
My health and mental state was so desperate that neither any doctor nor any drug could represent any help for 
me. Philip Savage was the only one who, thus, dared to come and rescue me. Then I started to eat again and he 
drove out all my sufferings. I was an incurable case!” (B. Lesquel) 

• PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG ADDICTION, CYSTIC FIBROMATOSIS:  

“I have been healed after only a few visits. For many years, I was terribly addicted to all sorts of psychotropic 
drugs. In less than one year, he was capable of curing me and of freeing me from this addiction. He also relieved 
me from all kinds of chronic infections. Above all, I applied for Philip Savage’s cares about my young son, 
stricken with the appalling incurable disease mucoviscidosis (Cystic Fibromatosis). He has been, thence, 
entirely relieved of any symptoms.” (A. Sillou) 

• BREAST CANCER:  
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“I solicited the intervention of Philip Savage’s healing practice to resolve the following health problem: Relapse 
of a terminal breast cancer that radio-therapy has been unable to cure…. After the cares of Philip Savage, I 
experienced the following results: My health condition improved so much that I was even able to go on trips in 
the months that followed.” (J. Chene) 

• PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG ADDICTION, DEPRESSION:  

“I have been completely healed…. I was “treated” by doctors who could only provide for my case huge amounts 
of various psychotropic drugs. I was considered, even by myself, just good to be finished off. Due to his healing 
practice on my behalf…. Philip Savage bestowed on me a new sense of my life. I got back my strength, my vital 
energy and- above all – he brought me back my very will to live that had previously been annihilated. I also got 
back my smiling ability and my ethical and mental balance. In one word, I was back! I could be rid of all my drug 
addictions, and finally, free of any treatment. I was healed.” (C. Lepretre) 

• RESPIRATORY ILLNESS, PSORIASIS:  

“I would like to express to you my gratefulness, essentially for two reasons. On a practical level because my wife 
has been incredible relieved since your first intervention which induced a true disappearance of all her 
respiratory troubles, while my daughter also got rid of her psoriasis. The second is based on a spiritual level, 
since the interpretation of the true nature of life by which you bestowed us was a wonderful translation of all that 
I always felt in secret…. I have been blessed to have the opportunity to meet you personally.” (R. Mandart) 

• CYSTIC FIBROMATOSIS (MUCOVISCIDOSIS):  

“Since the first intervention of Philip Savage, the improvement is constant and always bettering. My goddaughter 
is now spending full days outdoors and she has never been sick again, even during the winter season. She no 
longer has the need to take any antibiotics as it was formerly the case and she is even absolutely indefatigable. 
Our greatest delight was to listen to this child herself claiming to everyone of her total healing, corroborated by 
all the bewildering medical checkups.” (G. Philip) 

• PROSTATE CANCER:  

“Thanks to the cares of Philip Savage, my health condition has been improved in an amazing way. I have 
regained my energy and I feel full of vim. I no longer limp when walking with the left leg and I can sleep without 
any pain, in spite of my 74 years of age.” (C. Julian) 

• HEROIN ADDICTION:  

“Our son’s results were bewildering and his healing was so absolute that today my son does not even smoke 
cigarettes.  He is now living a happy normal life. I am extremely grateful. Only the results must matter, and Philip 
Savage's results are far beyond any further debate.” (G. Carpentier) 

• DIABETES, NERVOUS BREAKDOWN:  

“I was sick and absolutely exhausted. In the following months [after Philip Savage cares], I experienced an 
amazing improvement in my health condition…. He has also healed the two daughters of a friend of mine. One 
was diabetic and now she is cured. The other was experiencing terrible nervous breakdown. Not only did Philip 
Savage heal her perfectly from her troubles, but he also gave her a true meaning for the rest of her life. I am 
vouching with the highest possible strength for his honesty and for his moral righteousness. He is a universally 
known and respected person whose healed patients are innumerable and his total credibility has been 
demonstrated for such a long time that it is beyond any debate.” (N. Marechal) 

 

Patents Letters from US and UK (excerpts) 
• FIBROMYALGIA, ASTHMA, SEXUAL ABUSE: “Philip, thank you for protecting me… thank you for understanding 

me… thank you for taking my burden [complete health breakdown]… thank you for my life… thank you for taking 

caring of my children [asthma, sexual abuse]… thank you for sharing yourself with me. You have been the 

greatest privilege. I will hold you close to my heart always…. I know there are others that feel the same. They just 

need to be awakened to the true reality of what is going on instead of living in a dream like state with their heads 

in the sand. (Evelyn B.)  

• CANCER, ADDICTION, FAMILY, BUSINESS: “I can only express my deepest gratitude that my natural ability to 

“hear truth” was sufficient enough to know that Philip Savage could and would bring overwhelming benefits to 

my dog [cancer], my family [dysfunction, addiction] and myself [sales executive]. Thank you for this extraordinary 

opportunity. (Patricia A., Sr Acct Exec)   

• DEPRESSION: “Dear Philip, I want to thank you for all the guidance you have shown me over the past 9 

months. I couldn’t have handled or managed my life the way I did if it hadn’t been for you. I am eternally grateful 

for your influence, your love of the planet and everything growing on it, and how you showed me the way to deep 

appreciation of everything around me. With new eyes I have been able to take notice of and love the Earth. I 
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have learned to appreciate myself and become self-reliant emotionally. Thank you for showing me the way [out 

of depression]. Thank you. (Bonnie C.)  

• SUICIDAL DEPRESSION: “Thank you. For being here, for the opportunities, for the gifts in ALL forms. Thank 

you for the speedy recovery [suicidal depression]. We shall meet again soon.” (Theodore D.)  

• IMAGO: “I had a thought: A small key can open a BIG door. Don’t know what it means though. Hope to see you 

very soon. Yours thankfully, loads and loads of Hugs and kisses.” (9-year-old daughter of a client on IMAGO 

project) 

• DRUG ADDICTION, SEXUAL ABUSE, DEPRESSION: “Words cannot do justice to the gratitude, appreciation 

and love that is felt for Philip. What Philip has given to me, awakened in me, is immeasurable. There are no 

words to explain the beauty that can be found within and without now. Miracles can be seen every day. Thank 

you, thank you, thank you. The beautiful immediate awakening of the third eye, I was, am in complete awe over. 

The light makes me feel deep, deep love, in the centre of my being – warm, glowing, calming, reassuring, safe, 

loving, comforting glow. Life – in all its glorious Divine Bliss state, where I want to go all the time. Thank you, 

Philip. This place fills me with the purest joy I never believed was possible for me. There it was in me all the 

time. I just didn’t, couldn’t, wasn’t able to find it. Philip opened the window, unlocked the way. I could see and 

feel the joy of pure light, love, life, within and without. FOREVER GRATEFUL, AND IN APPRECIATION OF 

YOU, PHILIP. THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU.  The miracle just keeps getting stronger and stronger 

every day. It is the most amazing, beautiful gift ever. I am in awesome appreciation and gratitude. Thank-you.” 

(Mary K.) 

• BLINDNESS (MACULAR DEGENERATION): “Dr. Dillon, you didn’t tell me Philip is all about Love!” (Anna B., 

very-elderly, professional, European-born woman, author, professor who was rapidly losing sight in both eyes  

• DRUG ADDICTION, CHILDHOOD ABUSE: “There are no words that can truly convey the gratitude in my heart 

for this Ultimate Rescuer that is Philip Savage. Thank you seems pathetic. Action speaks louder than words. My 

life [drugs, childhood physical abuse] and that of my children has been transformed beyond what I could have 

conceived of. We all have a DUTY TO USE HIM. ‘God speed your mission to triumph, Green Angel.’ Dear Philip, 

I thank YOU.” (Ally C.) 

• DISABLED AFTER SURGERY: “Wanted to thank you for your blessed healing you were able to grant me [two 

days ago]. Thank you. Thank you! You could say FYI I am at the 90% healed level. WOW!!... The pain is 90% 

gone and am able to do all functions and activities again. The remaining pain is definitely a healing process that 

is rebuilding new tissue, nerve connections and all-encompassing throughout the whole body…. Am now able to 

pursue goal of becoming officially UNdisabled and with a viable income…. The Bottom Line: There isn’t enough I 

can do for Philip.” (Karen M., woman wheelchair-bound for five years, crippled from a surgery that left her 

permanently damaged and on disability for life.) 

• SEXUAL ABUSE, DRUGS, FAMILY VIOLENCE: “Since my meeting with Philip Savage, just a few months ago, 

my whole life has taken on a whole new meaning and a complete turn-around… for the better. My life now has a 

new sense of purpose and direction, a much deeper understanding of what’s really important to me. All my 

WORRIES, all my FEARS and STRESS have just melted and floated away from me… all these negatives have 

now completely vanished and left me with a new sense of INNER PEACE, JOY and a CONFIDENT POSITIVE 

attitude, full of new vitality. I have also found that I no longer need to be dependent on past habits, such as 

smoking pot, or making do with bad relationships with men I knew were not right for me. [Sexually abused as 

child, physically abused in marriages]. Also, my 8-year-old son who met Philip has responded equally well. What 

a blessing this has been!!! No more tantrums, no more physical aggression! What a transformation! We are so 

much happier… in perfect harmony with each other. We both feel safe and protected. We have been rebalanced 

and enhanced… and much, much more. This is just so fantastic, and I feel so privileged… and very, very lucky! 

Definitely the most positive, wonderful experience in my entire life! I am so grateful. (Enika O.) 

• RESET, ANTI-AGING, ENHANCEMENT:“Two years ago, I went to see Philip after witnessing what had taken 

place to a friend in one weekend. She had left for her appointment with Philip, a stressed, drab, tired and fat 

housewife, and returned radiant, beautiful, all lines on her face gone, upright and boundless energy. She utterly 

glowed. I was so wowed by what she looked and felt like, I burst into tears! and immediately declared, ‘I don’t 

know what’s happened to you – but I want some of that!!’” (Alison M.) 

• PROSTATE, KIDNEY, BLADDER ILLNESS:“I am excited about current developments and the promise they 

hold for me and the planet as a whole, now and in the future. You know of my chronic health problems. For 

some time, the best I could hope for seemed to be that my health would get no worse, as all the approaches I 
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tried brought only limited improvement at times and not at all consistently. My physical problems (having to do 

with prostate, kidney and bladder difficulties) often sapped me of energy and motivation. And there was also the 

ever-present possibility of cancer, which claimed the lives of my mother, father and oldest sister and others in 

my extended family. Now I am sailing toward full health, thanks to the intervention of Philip Savage, an amazing 

scientist/shaman/healer, and inheritor of a Druid spiritual lineage stretching back before recorded history. I am 

now enjoying amazing vitality, my blood pressure has dropped dramatically, and I feel certain that all other major 

problems will soon be a thing of the past. Even more important is the spiritual and psychological shifts that are 

occurring.” (Steve S., letter to friends) 

• BRAIN, BONE CANCER: “Last October, Philip Savage saved my husband’s life. He was dying of a brain tumor 

and bone cancer. He only had 3 weeks to live. Philip changed it around and now he is living a normal life again. 

We are most grateful to Philip for Ron’s life.” (Carol S.) Teenage son writes to Philip Savage: “I can’t believe the 

difference in my father. His life energy has increased tenfold. I can just feel the difference in him. It’s hard for me 

to write in words how I feel inside. I really appreciate everything you have done, and I hope everything works out 

for the best. Your friend….” Younger teenage son writes: “Dear Philip, My name is…, I am Ron’s son. I just want to 

thank you for what you have done for my father. You are welcome in my home anytime. I read your case and 

you sound like a real humble man. Please accept my donation. I know it isn’t a lot, but it is all I can contribute at 

the time. Think of it as a token of my appreciation. Thank you….” (Family of brain cancer victim) 

• ANTI-AGING, FAMILY HARMONY: “I noticed dramatic changes to Sandy’s wife [whose] face looks 10 years 

younger – clear complexion, bright eyes! Also, Jane told me that I would be living with my brother and sister-in-

law. My brother and I had not been talking to each other for over 2 years. Our relationship is now wonderful! He 

helps with my children, especially my young son.” (Melissa B.) 

• FAMILY, BUSINESS: “Last year I was invited to the work of Philip Savage. Since that time, my life has made an 

exceptional turn around, with a new attitude to my family connections [sick wife, depressed adult son on drugs] 

and with my businesses [lack of job offers], without-a-doubt, thanks to Dr. Savage and his administrator Dr.Jane 

Dillon. I have closed two difficult-to-sell properties, with transactions completed smoothly, for near asking price, 

and within a very short timeframe, just after mentioning my house goals to Dr. Dillon. Also, my work schedule 

tripled, for no apparent reason. Whereas for five years previous, I had been sinking unrelentlessly into debt, 

foreclosure and lack of job offers, all of a sudden, I was working every week. Every day, sometimes for ten days 

straight, and then unexpectedly called onto a six-week project on a feature film. Looking back on the past six 

months, there is no other explanation for my sudden success in my every endeavor, business, finance, etc., than 

my direct communication with Dr. Philip Savage. My story is only one of hundreds (probably thousands). I read, 

searched and investigated all the information I could find on the internet and some calls to names and numbers I 

found and quickly realized that if any of this is true, it’s probably the biggest thing happening right now – certainly 

in America and my own little life. Your highest dreams can come true – your children’s legacies can be fulfilled – 

your lives can be completed. I can tell all of this is, right now, happening for me. Certainly, it can happen now for 

you. DO as I did – research, call - and you’ll be surprised (as I am thrilled). Test the work of Dr. Savage, to 

energize, enhance, empower you to accomplish all that you can accomplish, in a very short period of time.” 

(Howard W., letter to a colleague) 

• CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE: “AMAZING! And he’s ocean’s away from me. I knew it was him – it felt like 

meditation. Heard a ringing and then my name, my full name that no one ever uses. Felt tingling all over. Then 

fell asleep. I awoke to find: No more sore throat, coughing, allergies – all gone. Heart fluttering like a butterfly. My 

eyes are clear and healthy looking and the chronic pain in my knees from a car accident three years ago is 

completely gone. I’ve been poking them, trying to make them hurt, and they don’t hurt anymore.” [Referring to 

her sexual abuse at age 7, Toni continues:] “I didn’t realize what a huge painful burden it was and how much it 

had been dragging me down until Philip took care of me and it was gone. Tell people he’s a bargain!” (Toni B.) 

• CRIPPLED HORSE, ARTHRITIS, PADDY:  

“I am a retired biologist [and] have witnessed miraculous changes in Paddy [the 19-year-old arthritic horse], 
whom I have known for many years. On seeing him before his treatment, he was crippled with pain and it was 
really hard to watch him being made to exercise. As long as I have known him he had severely itchy skin, which 
he constantly tried to scratch. When I saw him after his treatment, he was keen, moving normally, soundly with 
suppleness, and has a beautiful new skin and coat, also the new growth of a bushy mane and tail. His eyes are 
bright and his manner upbeat, able to work hard and fast for a long period. Just unbelievable!” (Stella C., BSc) 
“I have been a farrier for the past seven years. I am astounded at what I have seen! I have witnessed Paddy 
deteriorate, over the years. I have driven past his field often surprised to see him still alive. He would stand, 
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shoulders slumped, head hanging down, not wanting to move. I also observed that his body was balding and 
scabby with his mane and tail mostly gone. On seeing him after his treatment, he appears keen, energetic, vital 
and moving totally soundly. He looks wonderfully well and has soft supple skin, covered with thick coat where it 
used to be bald and has new mane and tail. Having watched him trot and canter, and seen him ridden, I can say 
that he is certainly no longer lame! I’ve never seen anything like this. Amazing!” (Arthur B.) 

 
 “I have been practicing as a Farrier for several years and have kept horses all my life. I first saw Paddy [the Irish 
Cob] before he received his treatment. He was very crippled with pain and didn’t want to move, even when 
chased constantly with a lunge whip. When I watched him walk and get into a trot he was lame and extremely 
stiff in all of his joints. I proceeded to flex his knee and fetlock joints and he had limited mobility in each one. His 
back was dipped and even when standing he had a pained expression. Areas of his coat, mane and tail were 
rubbed down to skin that was covered with scabs. I was asked, ‘What would I think if Paddy became like a 
normal horse by the next time that I saw him?’ I just laughed because I considered that to be impossible. On my 
return after Paddy’s treatment I was stunned. Here was Paddy - a different horse – charging around the field, 
freely and willingly without being forced or provoked in any way. All I could do was shake and nod my head – 
everything about this horse has changed. He has normal skin and new, thick coat, his back is not dipped, he 
certainly isn’t lame or stiff and when I flexed his joints they had the mobility of a normal horse. This is really 
exciting to see – I’m telling everyone! (James L., Farrier) 
 
I am totally amazed at what has happened to Paddy. When I saw him before his treatment, he was crippled with 
pain. As soon as I saw the way he was standing I could tell that he was not capable of any normal movement. 
Each leg was lame and the joints in his body were stiff. His knees were swollen, neck hunched up tight, his 
shoulders drooping and his back swayed. He was suffering terribly from chronic itching of the skin. I couldn’t 
believe that it could have happened, but when I saw him afterwards he was moving keenly and soundly, with 
amazing energy. His coat, mane and tail look great – I’ve never seen a recovery like this. He exercised willingly 
in the field for a long time, seeming to enjoy himself enormously – absolutely incredible is all I can say!! And I’m 
telling everybody. All my friends need to hear about this! (Pippa M.) 
 
“I am a British Horse Society Assistant Instructor, qualified riding instructor and owner of a Riding Centre for the 
past 20 years. I am astounded at what I have witnessed in this horse, Paddy. My former employee Rosie Holt 
invited me to see this demonstration, before and after. When I saw the horse before, he was cripple, was 
obviously in pain and very reluctant to move. He was also suffering from severely itching skin and had large 
scabbed areas with hair loss. Although, apparently, he is twenty years old, he appeared to me to be looking 
around twenty-eight years old. When I saw him after his treatment he was totally sound, keen, with normal skin 
and coat and looking and moving like a twelve year old! I know I have seen a miracle. I said prior to this 
treatment, that this horse needed putting down long before – thank goodness he wasn’t! (Sue F., B.H.S.A.I.) 
 
“For many years, I owned riding stables. I have known Paddy for sixteen years and am totally stunned by what I 
have witnessed. I saw the video of him moving with great difficulty and clearly pained and stiff. Also, ever since I 
have known him, he had an unbearable itching skin problem. On seeing Paddy after his treatment, I can verify 
that unbelievable changes have taken place. He is no longer lame or stiff, is keen to work and his new skin is 
completely different. His coat and mane and tail have grown through. I’m thoroughly stunned and would have 
paid money to see this demonstration! I have been telling many people what I have witnessed happen to him. I 
was unaware that this treatment had taken place, when one day Paddy and Dolly [horses] escaped and came 
running into our yard. I said to my daughter and son-in-law that Paddy no longer seemed lame! Apparently, this 
was two days after his treatment. Unbelievable!” (Virginia L., B.H.S.A.I.) 
 
I own my own horse, protect, train and take care of many dogs and work in a dog kennel. For years I have seen 
Paddy standing morose and stiff. On video, I saw him not responding to the lunge whip as a normal horse would, 
clearly in pain, stiff and not at all sound. Also, I have observed, year on year, chronic itching of his skin, with hair 
loss all over. I witnessed him in the flesh after treatment, like the horse I used to know, years before! Full of 
eagerness, exuberance and energy, totally sound of limb, not at all stiff, with all of the diseased skin renewed 
and new growth of coat, mane and tail. I am totally amazed // I don’t know how it can work, but it clearly does! 
(Lavinia L., horse owner) 
 
“I have owned horses for many years. When I met Paddy before he had received treatment, Rosie had a lot of 
trouble making him move at all and he seemed to be in a lot of pain when he did. He looked older than his 
twenty years, not moving at all as a twenty-year-old horse should. He was lacking most of his mane and the top 
of his tail. Also, parts of his coat were balding and scabby. When I was asked, ‘What would I think if he started to 
run around like his three-year-old friend Dolly?’, I said that it would be a miracle. Well, now I have seen a 
miracle! Within days of his treatment, he was moving completely normally, keen and obviously in no pain. I 
watched him trot, canter and run all over the place for a long time, freely and willingly. He looks proud, youthful 
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and magnificent. His skin is not only scab free, but the skin has gone from being thick and rigid to baby soft and 
his coat has completely re-grown. And his mane and tail have grown through also. I am thoroughly amazed and 
am telling everybody what I have seen here.” (Rachel A., horse owner) 
 
“After spending much of my life in journalism, politics and the European institutions, I have become involved in 
the ecology movement during the past twenty years. I first saw Paddy, a nineteen-year-old Irish Cob, in late July 
2006. He walked stiffly, had difficulty in trotting and stumbled uncomfortably when asked to take in a sharp turn. 
There were signs he was in pain and it was difficult for Rosie to make him move at all. He had ugly, hard patches 
of skin without hair on his back and neck. He had, I was told, been suffering all his life, apparently from a 
condition known as Sweet Itch. When I saw Paddy again three weeks later, after his remote treatment, he 
seemed like another horse, full of energy and youthful vigor! He walked taller than before, reared up in play with 
a young man and had a bright and challenging eye. He cantered around the field competing with the three-year 
old filly, Dolly. All signs of pain and stiffness were gone. I have never before seen an animal (or any creature for 
that matter) transformed in such a radical and positive way in so short a time. The bare patches of skin where 
sweet itch had been (for example at the base of his mane) were covered with new fresh and healthy-looking hair, 
the hard scabby skin was totally replaced with the new soft skin of a normal healthy horse. It was amazing to see 
and to feel. What I have witnessed with my own eyes and now have seen on the before and after videos of 
Paddy is truly astounding. It is clear to me that Paddy has been given a new lease on life – he is now running all 
over the field with Dolly as if his previous pain and suffering had never existed. (Chris L.) 
 
“I saw Paddy for the first time a year ago. He was standing in the field as if stuck to the ground, his head lowered 
but not even grazing. I called to him and with an effort he hobbled over to me. He nibbled a carrot out of my 
hand. I felt an urge to cry, knowing he had been suffering for years and that another hard and possibly final 
winter was at hand. When I heard that Paddy had been treated, my whole being jumped with excitement. When I 
got to see him thunder past me and launch himself into the air and then kick my mobile phone out of my 
upraised hand as a “LOOK WHAT I CAN DO NOW BUDDY!!!”, I was speechless. “WHAT?!!!” Every cell in my 
body and mind exploded in surprise! ‘I have just been high-fived by Paddy!!’ Whooping, hollering, jumping, 
leaping into the air – ecstatic, I chased Paddy as he chased Dolly. “This is the most miraculous day of my life!” I 
gasped to Rosie. “It’s mine too!”, Rosie gasped back. We all ran around the field, with uncontrollable energy. 
Well Everyone, from a terminally crippled, professionally diagnosed misery, Paddy is now a wonderfully healthy 
and happy horse… overnight! The best news is that Philip Savage’s advanced technology, the foremost that ever 
was and ever will be, is available, for animals… and humans. USE IT!!! (I did, you can too.) (Chris F.) 

 
“A TERRIFIC TRANSFORMATION HAS TAKEN PLACE! I have seen Paddy run and run and run for ages, 
chasing Dolly, his three-year-old companion. I’ve seen him gallop up-hill with an expression of exuberance and 
joy, carrying a fifteen-stone man on his back, like he is saying, ‘Hey, give me more of this!’ He is taller, muscled 
and proud. He looks way, way younger than his twenty years, like a young man, in his prime. His skin condition 
has gone! It completely disappeared in the few days between seeing him “before and after”, for the first time. His 
coat is glossy, without the scabby, bald patches and his mane and tail are extraordinarily bushier, longer and 
lush. He looks so beautiful, sleek, strong and happy. I rush from my home at the opposite end of Cornwall to see 
Paddy at every opportunity I get, and every time that I see him since he was taken care of, I see something new 
and profound about him. The last time it struck me even more that his musculature and physique is tuned, 
sinewy and brawny, like a race horse. He looks so fine and fit and happy now. WOW!... So, what about all the 
other animals with broken bones, deemed too expensive to put right and doomed to an early death? What about 
all the people who need help for whatever crisis they’re in? This whole event is the most wonderful and 
exceptional experience I have ever encountered in my entire life. It brings, not only hope to all people and 
animals, suffering or dying, but solid, galloping proof of a way out of any crisis.” (Jane C.) 
 
“Rosie asked us, ‘What would you think if Paddy could run like Dolly?’ We all scoffed. When I saw him again, it 
cannot be the same horse! ‘Oh Paddy! Oh Paddy!’ Tears of overwhelming joy! ‘Look at you. Oh my God. This 
can’t be!’ Paddy was running after Dolly – up and down the field – snorting and puffing with Dolly, stomping and 
bucking. Rosie couldn’t catch him! He ran so much he had a frothy sweat. His movement jaunty, his body strong 
and upright, his head held proud, his ears pricked, eyes zealous and alive! His coat glossy and thick… Wait a 
minute, where is the diseased skin? Totally gone! Transformed! My eight-year-old son stood under Paddy’s 
majestic magnificence hugging Paddy’s legs sobbing, ‘I love you Paddy. Look what happened to Paddy!’ We all 
cried. This is the most shocking event I have ever witnessed. This horse has gone back in time by ten years. The 
implications and applications of such rejuvenation are huge for animals and for people. This miracle happened in 
a weekend! – from a distance – from abroad, in fact. Isn’t the whole human race craving this – youth, new life, a 
second chance?” (Alison M., R.N.) 
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• CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE, DRUGS, SUICIDAL DEPRESSION: JEREMY 

I heard about Philip Sauvage three months ago from a colleague who introduced me to one of Philip's clients. 
She had also been sexually abused as a child.  She told me of her holy experiences with Philip, exclaiming, "It's 
totally gone -- all the pain and trauma -- just gone... overnight!”  I also heard about (and subsequently met) Tad 
Dodge. Philip helped Tad escape a very serious car wreck that should have left him paralyzed or dead.  His only 
injury was a broken neck, which healed completely in six weeks. According to his neurosurgeon, Tad suffered 
the same C2 break as actor Christopher Reeve, but Tad returned to work in a week!  I also met Christian Forlani 
(brother to Hollywood actress Claire Forlani) who at 36 had nearly wasted his entire life seriously addicted to 
hardcore drugs. Christian went to see Philip and found his drug and alcohol addictions completely removed in 
less than an hour. There were no withdrawals, suffering or pain. These (people I've actually met) are just a few 
examples of the thousands of human and animal subjects Dr. Sauvage has helped. I knew RIGHT AWAY I was 
going to see Philip. I called, made an appointment, gathered up a substantial gift for his eco-spiritual crusade -- 
Earth's survival! -- and was on my way to Europe to meet him…. [One] extraordinary experience on that trip even 
before I met Philip in person had to do with my learning/reading disorder, ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder), whereby I was not able to concentrate or read much of anything at all.  Philip's website consists of 
300+ pages and I had but read a few.  When I arrived in Europe, out of basic respect, I attempted again to read 
his website in printed form.  I normally need 8 to 10 hours of sleep, but this night I stayed up until 1:00 am 
watching DVD's about Philip and then up at 6:00 am reading for eight hours straight. Comprehending, absorbing 
and understanding at a rate that I had never, EVER experienced in my entire life!  
 
Two days later, I got to meet Philip. It was truly the most sacred, personal experience ever.  I am still trying to 
put words to it.  This I can tell you; Philip knew how much pain I had endured AND was in. Though he never laid 
his hands on me, it felt as though he was touching me from the "inside".  Afterwards, alone and awake, I began 
to experience an incredible sense of freedom – freedom from pain! All of it – completely relieved. Freedom from 
the nightmare of my childhood trauma – gone! That freedom has stayed with me ever since -- I AM FREE, truly 
FREE from the darkness that used to grow inside of me like a flesh-eating disease, since I was a very small 
child.  The only thing that still haunts me today is the damage we are (collectively) doing to the planet. Although I 
do not have all the answers on how to stop it, I will never be satisfied until we have righted ourselves before Life 
and Justice. Since I have returned from seeing Philip, my friends say I'm shining -- literally glowing -- with a new 
happiness and energy. They say I'm focused (not scattered anymore!)  They're astounded…. What’s clear to me 
is that all the undercurrents of my suicidal tendencies – in behavior, thought and inclinations – are simply gone. 
There’s no doubt Philip’s powers are real. I’m writing personally to tell you that it’s true and worth every 
penny. There are so many people suffering (as I was), and even children are dying of deadly diseases for which 
doctors have no solution. I was someone who was very desperate inside, but no one knew it. I’m SO grateful 
that somebody happened to tell me about Philip.” (Jeremy N., athlete) 
 

• CANDIDA: ROSIE 

“I went to see Philip because I was sick, had always been so. All my life I had suffered from candida, which 
made me unresponsive and distant with deadened senses, and had tried everything that I came across to try 
and fix it. As my family have always told me, it’s like I was on another planet, like a misfit. I was debilitated and 
fairly dysfunctional; had always been teased for being sluggish and low on the uptake. People perceived me as 
stupid. Now, fourteen months after seeing Philip, my health is profoundly better, more vital and robust than I ever 
thought it could be. My eyesight is fully restored from having to wear glasses all the time; now I can read small 
print all day, with no pain, and with no glasses! Also I have vastly increased energy reserves, more stamina; my 
brain functions far better and the pain that I felt about my childhood has gone. My relationship with both of my 
children are stronger, more beautiful and more rewarding. My sense of spirituality is greatly enhanced, enabling 
me to cope better with life. My brain is faster, more responsive and my common sense is sharper. Also, I have 
great rushes of exuberance and happiness and no longer have any cravings for sweet things. I feel feminine and 
no longer physically awkward. I have seen major miracles take place in people and animals. My friend’s 
boyfriend has been transformed from totally unconfident, suicidal depressive to a buoyant, positive, happy, self-
possessed person. People free of arthritis, free of drug and alcohol addiction, anger and problems with violence. 
People free of anxiety and trauma, particularly rape trauma. My daughter’s puppy was run over by a car; she had 
tyre marks on her back end and had internal bleeding. Two and half days later she was on her feet and walking 
a little. Severn days later there were no signs that her accident had taken place, except that her pelvis was on a 
45-degree angle. Three weeks later that was totally realigned and still is. I have found what I’ve always wanted, 
the real thing; something that is genuine and true; not part of any great illusion that humanity has embraced, 
something that really can help the earth, and any living being that gets to use it. I am so lucky to have found this. 
It has been worth a thousand times what I gave. It’s what I’ve always looked for. (Rosie H.)  
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• LIFELONG DRUG ADDICTION: CHRISTIAN 

“Let’s put it this way, the afternoon I walked out of Philip’s office, I wept with relief, I sat and meditated, and I 
went for a walk in unfamiliar mountains and I was navigating and doing physical movements better than I have 
ever done, I was green to the whole situation. There was no pain, just, like I said a blessed relief from a huge 
painful burden and habit which I had, that I no longer have…. I went to see Philip Savage because I was a drug 
addict for over twenty years. Now I am not. At 36, I had been seriously damaged by LSD, DMT, ecstasy, 
cocaine, heroin, amphetamines, crack, mushrooms, marijuana, hashish and alcohol. Philip removed the 
addictions and the misery of an entire lifetime engulfed in alcohol, drugs, pornography and the violence that was 
the consequence of these afflictions. Now, for over a year, no drugs, no alcohol, no violence. There was 
absolutely no pain or symptoms of withdrawal. My hearing, vision, memory and balance, damaged from head 
injuries and substance abuse, were restored. In fact, it was so miraculous and immediate a restoration of health 
and strength that I went hiking in unfamiliar mountains, my legs and footwork coping with steep grades and 
unstable surfaces underfoot better than they ever have. Covering 25 miles over a 24-hour period I slept out in 
the open, feeling no cold and no fatigue. My sense of direction was dramatically enhanced and accurate. It is an 
ecstatic experience to be blessed by Philip’s cares, to receive so much in just minutes with him, having spent 
years consciously and unconsciously destroying my own abilities and potential. I have also been relieved of the 
horrible blame I held against family members for the death of my mother; this has been transformed into an 
awareness of my own judgmentalness and assumptions against them, which had been feeding the violence all 
those years. Restoration is an understatement; enhancement is the boon of Philip’s cares, radical enhancement.  
 
But not just me. Everyone I know who has met with Philip Savage has received major miracles. A friend of mine 
suffered a life of sexual abuse and rape since she was a baby. Her physical posture and verbal expression 
revealed deep perturbations; it was clear she was deeply traumatized. After seeing Philip Savage she could 
stand straight and proud, a liberated woman, declaring ‘none of it ever happened.’ Mary, before seeing Philip, 
was terrified of being outside alone at night. One night without a word, Mary put on her coat and went for a walk 
on Dartmoor alone. She returned glowing, so excited and happy with her new confidence and experience of the 
night. She has not consumed any alcohol since seeing Philip. Alison was totally transformed in appearance. She 
lost five stone and looks 15 years younger. The arthritis in her hips is gone and so is her eating disorder. Alison’s 
children have made huge steps by integrating into school and at home. They respect and obey their mother’s 
advice and keep themselves occupied without needing unnecessary attention. Rosie has had major miracles 
transform her life inside and out. A lifelong battle with candida which affected her energy levels, intelligence, 
eyesight, and looks. Now she is an irrepressible force of attraction, energy, enthusiasm and intelligence. Her 
eyesight has totally improved. Her dog was hit by a car and crushed from the waist down, with internal bleeding. 
One phone call to Philip’s people and the dog was up on her feet, walking in three days and running properly 
within three weeks. No vets, no medicine, no drugs. I personally witnessed all this. 
 
These personal accounts bring light to our direct relation to the environment and the world at large where now 
we need the biggest miracle of all for our Earth herself. Never has a solution been offered to eradicate these 
gravest threats to life facing us all. Scientists, environmentalists and the common man have been crying out for a 
global solution for decades. The world's richest men are lonely at the top. They do not have a solution and they 
know it. Philip Savage is reaching out to us - for all his life and for this final time - informing the world's elite of his 
unique ability to help. Without Philip’s cares, I would already be dead. Thank you, Philip. Thank you for my life. 
(Christian F.) 

 
• NEAR-FATAL CAR ACCIDENT, BROKEN NECK, SUICIDAL DEPRESSION: THEODORE  

“I had gone to see Philip Savage several times in the past four years. In April 2007, I went to ask for help 
revitalizing my “stuck” 36-year-old life in crisis. And that’s exactly what I got.  Within a month, I had moved out of 
my parents’ house in Washington, into my own house in California, got a great job in a new career, found a 
woman to love, and started public speaking. Just what I wanted… and more. Although I didn’t know it yet, I also 
got Philip’s full protection in any accident. 
 
Eight months later, on December 19, 2007, I was driving through an intersection when a big Jeep SUV ran a red 
light and smashed into my little Nissan. According to the police report, the speeding SUV slammed into my 
driver’s side door and front fender, flattening the wheel to the ground, crushing the engine compartment, 
punching the door into me and slamming the side window into my head and left temple at up to 40 mph. The 
window shattered on impact, but not before breaking my neck. My car spun across the intersection and sheared 
off a light pole, crushing my car from the other side and pinning me inside. The firefighters had to cut me out of 
the car with the “jaws of life.” The police officer on the scene said he was surprised I wasn’t “mashed potatoes” 
or worse. Not only did I not die, I didn’t even lose consciousness. 
 
My body was in one piece, still alive, a broken neck and a lacerated left eye from where my glasses had 
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embedded in the flesh and bone, but not much else seemed to be wrong. Being awake, alert, and calm, I gave 
specific instruction to the first person on the scene: “Call (this number), give them my name and tell them what 
you see.” So, within minutes of the accident, Philip’s team was notified and he responded, “I will take care of him 
right away.” At the time, Philip was on the other side of the planet in Europe! 
 
When I arrived at UCLA – Santa Monica Hospital, I was bombarded with x-rays, CT and MRI scans. Those ER 
records and doctors’ reports document some of the most unusual medical results ever seen: In a near, if not, 
fatal crash, instead of being killed or at least paralyzed with massive brain damage, I walked out of the hospital 
the next day, and only lost 2 days of work despite being diagnosed with a broken neck with clean 3 millimeter 
displacement between pieces of the C2 vertebrae. No concussion and no other major damage either. The 
nurses and EMTs were dumbfounded that I refused pain meds. In fact, from the scene of the accident through 
final release I did decline medication every time they offered it, specifically because I didn’t need it. A broken 
neck, stitches in the hand and eyebrow and severely swollen brow and there was no pain!!! 
 
The neurosurgeon said, “You have the same break as Christopher Reeve....” He said the only difference 
between Reeve and me was that my tendons held!  In a follow-up visit, the neurosurgeon also told me, “Nobody 
comes out of an accident like that without multiple facial fractures, skull fractures, torn tendons, brain bleeding (if 
not permanent brain damage), and chest cavity injuries.” He was pleased to report that I had none of the above. 
It’s certain that it wasn’t my pencil-thin neck that protected me from the same kind of fate that destroyed Reeve. 
Only Philip could have done this for me… and I thankfully knew it. 
 
In fact, I knew it as soon as I saw the SUV coming. There was NO fear. From point of impact, broken neck and 
spinning, I never lost consciousness, and was actually feeling Philip’s presence through the whole experience. 
By the time the ambulance reached the hospital, accelerated healing had already kicked in. During the 18 hours 
in the hospital (so long because they wouldn’t let me out no matter how much I asked), I went myself to the 
bathroom (rather than use the bedpan as nurses insisted) and I demanded to be fed. When they didn’t feed me, I 
walked out to the nurse station and repeated my request for food and didn’t leave until they promised to feed me. 
 
I was out of the hospital the next day and out of the neck brace, except for sleeping, within a couple of days. I 
was back to work in a week… [and] full range of motion without pain was restored in the space of about 25 days. 
There has been no physical therapy on my neck.” (Theodore Dodge) 

 
• EVOLUTION THROUGH CONTRIBUTION:  

“I was home educated for a couple of hours a day growing up; English, math, science and the rest of the time, I 
was left to play and taught fun things like arts and crafts, “fun yes,” but not very useful in later life! So, I was not 
that well educated! I attended school for one month when I was 12 and did not like it, so I went back to home 
education. I had a great childhood and I am not complaining, I learned a lot that you don’t learn in school! Then 
when I was 13, I went to see Philip Savage. I was still young, so I didn’t realize what it meant when he processed 
me. I didn’t realize it was a defining moment in my life. When I was 18, I went to see Philip for the second time 
and this time with my own money from working! I consider it giving…. Being a part of this really gives you a sense 
of purpose and meaning to your life, much higher than any other sort of charity; from your giving, you get a lot 
back… It is a higher consciousness! More than the ego! Thanks Philip. I went from smoking every day, drinking, 
drugs and sex on the weekend since the age of 15, heading to the jail. And now, no smoking, no drinking, 
healthy eating, giver in two years, and I have been involved with, and experienced priceless events and history 
in the making. You can help too. You can spread the sentence ‘distant accelerated healing for burns,’ 
FireBurnDoctor.com.” (Jacca C., at 20 years old) 

• COMPLETION: “My meeting with Philip Savage gave me the most intense, ecstatic spiritual experience I have 

ever had. I search everywhere for the highest and the truest potential, and here is where I got it!” (David K.) 

 

 

http://www.fireburndoctor.com/

